Match Equipment and Folder

Match Folder Set-up Suggestions:
(parentheses indicate a sheet protectors)

(Map- Coverage Area / KISD)
Individual Assignment Sheet
(Roster)
(School List)
Officiating Schedule
Mileage Tracker by School
(Payment form)- preprinted copies of payment form
(W-9) - pre printed *suggest w/o Social copies of W-9
(Blank Roster)
(Blank Score sheet)
(Blank Libero Tracker)
(Libero Tracker Directions)

Equipment Must-haves:

Full Uniform -ready to wear    Watch with stopwatch (black)
Black Fox/Fox mini whistle X2   Air Pump and Ball Pressure Gauge
Black lanyard X2               Yellow/Red cards
Net Chain                      Flipping coin
Rule books                     Game Pen and Line up Cards
Red/Blue Pens                  Small black bag to carry it all.

NOTE:
Always keep your full- ready to wear uniform and bag with you in the car so that are called to a match, you are prepared to say yes! Always have at least an extra s change in to for after match ventures.
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